heart:
The emotion, soul and passion of the business. The centre of everything.

smart:
Our solutions are intelligent, but intelligence can be seen as ‘academic’, but ‘smart’ is seen be practical and ‘real-world’.

control:
The type of services, solutions and expertise we provide and what customers and end-users gain as a result.

The heart of smart control
InteliLite MRS 16

Next generation of the most advanced Manual & Remote Start (MRS) gen-set controller

- Direct communication with EFI engines
- Total remote monitoring and control
- Cloud-based monitoring and control via WebSupervisor
- Geo-fencing and tracking via WebSupervisor
- Easy to install, configure and use
- Wide range of communication capabilities including:
  - connection via RS232, RS485, CAN or USB
  - internet access using Ethernet, GPRS or 4G/LTE
  - support for ModBus and SNMP protocols
- Internal PLC support with PLC editor and PLC monitor included in LiteEdit
- Active SMS and emails in different languages
- 2× 10 A binary outputs for cranking and fuel solenoid
- 4 analog inputs / 7 binary inputs / 7 binary outputs on board
  - Option for additional I/Os over modules
- Flexible event based history with up to 350 events
- Tier 4 final support
- Load shedding and dummy load
- Activation of binary outputs based on analog inputs
- Comprehensive gen-set protections
- Multipurpose flexible timers
- True RMS measurement
- Version for low temperature also available

Order code: **IL3MRS16BAA**

* Plug-in module required
The heart of smart control

www.comap-control.com

Please note: the information contained within this brochure was correct at the time of printing and is subject to change without notice.